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Teaching team: Mrs Probert, Mrs Gray -Thomas  

and Miss Mindham 

As a writer I will … 

 

- Create a picture book based on the Romans 

- Write poetry based on volcanoes 

- Use a wider variety of adjectives to describe settings 

and characters 

As a mathematician I  will …   

- Collect data and organise it in different ways 

- Tell the time to the nearest minute on digital and analogue clocks 

- Use written methods for adding, subtracting and multiplying 

- Develop mental strategies for dividing 

- Find fractions of amounts and recognise equivalence 

 

 

 

Year 3 Summer 2018 

Topic based around the book ‘Escape 

From Pompeii’ 

 

As an historian I  will … 

- Learn about life in Celtic times to develop 

understanding of what life was like before the 

Roman invasion 

 

- Find out about the Roman Empire and 

 

- Discover how the Romans lived and key inventions 

that they used 
 

 

 

As computer users we will … 

- Use the internet to research the Romans 

- Use Starz to develop skills when emailing others 

 

 

 

 

As Sports people, we will do… 

- Develop batting skills when playing rounders 

- Take part in athletics events 

- Develop control and balance on the apparatus 

 
 

 

 

 

 

As scientists we will  

- Develop my understanding of the functions of 

the human skeleton 

- Name and locate main bones in the body 

- Name the parts of the plants 

- Be able to discuss the properties and importance 

of soil 
 

 

As an artist and designer I will … 

- Create  mosaic patterns (Romans) 

- Develop observational skills when drawing 

(plants) 
 

 

 

 

As musicians we will be learning about the composer Mozart 

and the woodwind family.  We will continue to develop our 

recorder skills.  

 

In RE we find out more about  … 

- Investigate beliefs about how the world began 

- Consider ideas and beliefs about who God is. 
 

 


